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ABSTRACT OF THESIS

V  LEGIBILITY OF SERIF AND SANS SERIF TYPE FACES
IN COMPUTER DISPLAYS

'

■  Studies of type faces printed on paper have generally found minimal legibility

differences between the many type faces. Modem computers are capable of displaying

many of the same type faces available to printers, but few smdies have looked at the

legibility of these electronically displayed type faces. This study considers whether type

faces with serifs are more legible than those without serifs when displayed on IBM PS/2 v

8513 monitors, when all other legibility variables are experimentally controlled.

An experiment compared subjects' reading rates for one text set in serif type and

one set in sans serif type. Subjects timed themselves as they read two 600-700 word texts

from the computer monitors and answered comprehension questions. Variables of

subject age, prior use of computers, vision, and use of corrective lenses were addressed.

Analysis of data showed no significant difference in the reading rates of the two

type faces. Reading rates for experimental treatments were not significantly different

than those for the control, but were significantly different than each other. The variance

in the experiment is thus caused by variables other than type face. Uncontrolled variables

in experimental design and laboratory set-up appear to have overwhelmed any type face

induced effect that may have been present

Further, better controlled experiments are needed to test the appropriateness of

type face for computer displays.

Mark Allen Williams

Technical Journalism Department
Colorado State University
Fort Collins, CO 80523
Spring, 1990
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Introduction

Type faces allow printers to give texts unique appearances, set aesthetic tones, and

perhaps tnost importantly, ease reading by improving letter perception. The average

reader, however, is rarely aware of a text's type face, unless it is so poorly designed or re

produced so as to make reading difficult

Letter perception is a combination of mechanical and cognitive actions. Perceptual

psychologists (Sanocki, 1987; Krulee and Novy, 1986) model letter perception as a two-

step system. Readers first detect font-specific details: specific shapes, stroke thicknesses,

angles, and serif styles. Fonts establish a relationship between characters. All characters

in a font act as a set allowing the eye to perceive groupings of characters (words) more

easily. Font-specific details are closely interrelated within each font producing richly

detailed characters economically.

After recognizing font-specific details, readers extract abstract "deep level" informa

tion that is true of all letters across most typical fonts, such as the basic letter elements:

stroke, loop, bar angle, and dot At this point readers recognize letters and words for

meaning.

The perceptual system for extracting font-specific details tunes itself to the specific

font being read, and responds to maximize letter processing efficiency. Mixed-font

conrigurations are therefore read much slower, as they cannot take advantage of font-

specific details. Studies (Tinker, 1963; Rehe, 1974) have shown significantly slower

reading of mixed fonts, supporting this assertion.

Despite the role type faces play in perception, they are generally chosen based on

aesthetics or tradition. These choices are acceptable for normal printed texts, because, as



many studies have shown, the type faces in normal use are comparably legible under

normal conditions (Tinker, 1963). While script, old English, or novelty fonts are obvi

ously inappropriate for lengthy texts, the standard type faces arc quite sufficient for most

printed texts.

T'ype face choices are often considered a triviality to be left to artists, graphic design

ers or printers. While this may be so for printed texts, studies suggest type face is far

more important for non-print information displays lacking the resolution, sharpness, and

clarity of print on paper.

Indeed, type face choice has been suggested as a prime culprit in the reading diffi

culty, reader discomfort, and lower reader performance with audiovisual, film, television,

and computer displays. These displays require a more careful consideration of type face

options.

The ever-expanding use of computer in the workplace and home necessitates a better

understanding of the role type face plays in computer displays. Many workers now spend

the majority of their days before computer displays, often suffering fatigue, discomfort,

and increased stress.'

Studies confirm that the reading from CRT computer monitors is harder, slower, and

more fatiguing than from paper. While mechanical limitations play a part in this phe

nomenon, a portion, yet to be accounted for, may be caused by inappropriate type faces.

Improving technology now allows computer monitors to display nearly infinite varieties

of type faces, where once they were limited to only a few. While CRTs now have the

option of varied fonts, they do not yet have the resolution of print on paper. An IBM

8513 monitor, among the higher quality "standard" monitors for personal computers, has

a screen resolution only 6.7% of that of commercial printing (IBM, 1987a). Both print

and electronic media now share the font options, but they are by no means equivalent

This study will reconsider type face choice for computer displays. While a many

components make up a type face, this study will isolate only a single factor, the presence



or absence of serifs, the short cross lines at the ends of the main strokes of letters in most

type faces, as its focus. The study asks whether serif or sans serif types are more legible

on high resolution CRT displays.

Before examining the question of type face legibility in CRT displays, we must

^ establish specific definitions, as many of the terms used in legibility and typography

studies have different, and often contradictory, definitions.

Legibility/ Readability

Many studies use the terms legibility and readability interchangeably to signify ease

and speed of reading. The two terms have been defined differently by different disci

plines, leading to confusion in comparing studies.

Readability has also been used as a measure of the cognitive difficulty of a text.

Texts are ranked by readability and assigned grade levels of difficulty. This confusion

between readability as a measure of typography and readability as a measme of text

comprehensibility requires that the term not be used in this discussion. This study will

use the term legibility exclusively to mean the physical ease of reading.

At the mechanical end, legibility is the "ability to identify a symbol, to the exclusion

of all other symbols of a defined set" (Vartebedian, 1971a). Mechanical legibility is a

function of visual acuity and is an essential prerequisite for reading (McVey, 1985).

Studies of this mechanical legibility do not consider the context of symbol presentation,

nor do they attempt to simulate natural reading.

Studies at the opposite end of the legibility spectrum deal with the cognitive factors

in "how readers synthesize characters into meaningful units." (McVey, 1985) Cognitive

legibility studies consider how words are identified, recognized, and combined into

meaningful information.



Most recent studies recognize the dual nature of legibility, and account for both

mechanical and cognitive factors to some extent. Military and engineering studies em

phasize mechanics because, in many such displays, "message coding is brief, and a single

letter may stand alone to represent an entire message. The observer must be able to

recognize what that symbol is on the basis of the solitary symbol, with no English context

: or interpretation" (Shurtleff, 1974).

This study will take a middle ground by recognizing that while legibility is a me

chanical measure of vision, all acts of reading involve some level of cognitive processing

so cognitive factors must be considered a part of legibility. It will treat legibility as

Tinker (1963) treated it. "Legibility deals with the coordination of those typographical

factors inherent in letters and other symbols, words, and connected texmal material which

affect ease and speed of reading." In other words, legibility is, "the ocular and cognitive

efficiency in the uptake of information from the display." (Kolers et al, 1981)

CRT

Cathode ray tube (CRT) displays are a broad grouping of electronic displays, includ

ing computer monitors, televisions, radar screens, oscilloscopes, and many other displays.

They may also be termed visual display terminals (VDT) or visual display units (VDU).

A cathode ray tube is basically an evacuated glass tube with an electron "gun" at one

and a screen which is coated with a light emitting material at the other. High electrical

voltage produces a stream of electrons from the electron gtm. Electronic lenses focus the

stream and direct it to the light-emitting coating on the inner surface of the screen. Elec

trons interact with the coating, causing it to emit light, the light visible to screen viewers.

Figure 1 presents a generalized CRT cross-sectional diagram.

All CRT displays use this basic design with variations in beam focusing, beam

movement, distortion, and screen components. Computer monitors, the focus of this

study, are among the most sophisticated CRTs produced (Cakir et al, 1980).
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Figure 1

Basic CRT construction (cross section). Adapted from CaJdr et al. (1980)

The density of pixels, the individual light emitting elements which naake up the CRT

screen, determines the unit's visual quality, display letter sharpness, and what letter

features can be displayed Resolution, a measure of pixel density and screen quality,

varies with CRT manufacturers and models, and has improved steadily with the develop

ment of new technologies. Currently manufactured IBM 8513 displays feature resolu

tions of 3.40 pixels per mm, or roughly 86 pixels per inch (IBM, 1987a). Early CRT

displays lacked the technology for high pixel density and had resolutions as low as 1.8

pixels per mm (Shurtleff, 1980).

This study considers high resolution CRTs as those with densities of 3.0 pixels per

mm or greater. This is a generous grouping by industry standards, but it is appropriate

for relating this to previous studies.



Type Face/Font

Both typeface and/on/ refer to the various styles of type available for print. Thou

sands of type faces exist, each with its own combination of geometry, height/width ratio,

stroke width, weight, and style (Baskette et al, 1986).

Serif and sans serif are the two type groupings to be considered in this study. They

^are distinguished by the presence or absence of serifs, the short cross lines at the ends of

the main strokes of letters in most type faces. Serifs may be pointed as in "oldstyle"

types, squared off in "modem" types, or square or blocked in "square serif' types (Inter

national Paper, 1988). Figure 2 illustrates the differences between the two type group

ings by pointing out serifs.

Sans Serif

Figure 2

Serif and sans serif types

Many equally relevant and often confounding variables cloud discussions of any

element of legibility. In any reading situation, legibility is the product of the reader, the

material, the way in which material is presented and the reading environment. No pri

mary and secondary variables exist; all are equally relevant and interact in most reading

situations (Gould et al, 1987; Tinker, 1963). Paterson and Tinker (1940a) report that no



single variable has more than about a 10% effect on reading rate. Isolating individual

variables for study is thus an unnatural although necessary task.

Classical V ariables

The classical variables have received much attention, from as early as the late 1800s.

These variables include character size, line width, interline spacing, case, color, contrast,

i^iillumination, and typeface.

Character size

An imprecise measurement system, and differences between absolute and perceptual

size, complicate discussions of character size. Type is measured by points (1/72 inch),

but this system is not standardized between type faces. This lack of standardization

stems from early "hot type" printing in which individual characters were cut into small

metal blocks. These letter blocks were assembled by hand into lines of type, which were

composed into pages and printed. The "point" measurement of a letter was the measure

of the metal block upon which the letter was cut, rather than the measure of the letter

itself (Rehe, 1974; International Paper, 1988). Even though type blocks are no longer

used, the imprecise "point size" measurement system still predominates modem typogra-

While point size measurement can be used to compare type sizes within the same

type face, the system is inaccurate for comparisons between different type faces. The

metal blocks of a Times Roman 12 point "h" and a Helvetica 12 point "h" are the same

size: 12 points. The letters, however, are slightly different sizes because of their different

designs. A more precise measurement system, the "x-height" measure (the vertical

measure of the "x" of the type face) is necessary for comparisons between different type

faces.

While "x-height" can standardize absolute sizes of print on the display surface,

optical factors also play a part in character size. Readers perceive print displayed at one

foot away to be much larger than the same print at three feet. To account for this optical



factor, human factors psychologists measure type not by its absolute size on the display

surface, but by the angle it enters the eye and focuses on the retina. Thus, a character

with an x-height of 2.1mm displayed at 50cm would measure and angle of 14' of an arc.

The same character at 100cm measures T of an arc. Conversely, a 2.1mm character

viewed at 50 cm has the same optical size as a 4.2mm character viewed at 100cm (Cakir

et al, 1980).

The relative measure of size recognizes human optical perception, and is particularly

useful in selecting an optimum size for a fixed position reading environment such as a

theater or airplane cockpit. In most situations, however, readers can choose the distance

from the display, so visual angle measurement is not as relevant

Standard legibility guidelines for printed characters on paper suggest an optimum

character size of 8-10 points (Felkner, 1981) or 9-12 point (Tinker, 1963). Optical size

should be 0.035 inches per foot of viewing distance (Murrell, 1965), a value which equals

roughly 10 minutes of an arc. Guidelines for electronic displays suggest a slightly larger

character size of 2-5 mm (Smith, 1979) or a visual angle of 12-15 minutes of an arc

(Gould, 1968).

Line width

Line width affects how well a reader can move through a text. Lines that are too

short prohibit the eye from making maximum use of horizontal perceptual cues. Lines

that are too long cause inaccuracies and difficulties in relocating the beginning of each

new line. (Paterson and Tinker, 1942).

For the optimal type sizes, 10 to 12 words per line, or lines of about 3-4 inches long

are most comfortable for the eye (Rehe, 1974). Tinker and Paterson determined the

optimum width to be 80 millimeters, just over 3 inches. Other studies (Paterson and

Tinker, 1929; Paterson and Tinker, 1940b; Paterson and Tinker, 1942; Tinker, 1963;

Felkner, 1981) report a line width somewhere between 3 and 4 inches seems to be best

for 10 point type.



InterUne spacing (leading)

Spacing between lines of type can have a significant impact on how easily the type is

read. Interline spacing, or leading, prevents lines from blurring, and increases reading

speed. Material with no spacing between lines is read relatively slowly, and reading rate

increases with additional leading (Bendy, 1921). Paterson and Tinker (1932) found that

optimum leading can increase reading speed up to 8% over text with no leading. They

suggest leading of 1 to 4 points for 10 point type on a 3 inch line. Optimum leading

depends on the type face used, as heavier types require more leading. Gould (1968)

suggests a slightly higher leading, 30-50% of character size, be used for CRT displays to

prevent blurring.

Case

Words are perceived by their specific word-shape outline, which is unique for lower

case words. Words set in all-caps do not provide specific word-shape outlines since they

produce an oblong, uniform word-shape, so readers can't benefit from the distinct fea

tures of ascenders and descenders, as illustrted in Figure 6. The eye cannot perceive

word-form cues, so it must decipher the word, letter by letter (Rehe, 1974). Tinker and

Paterson (1928) found that subjects reading type set in all-capitals averaged a rate of 4.74

words per second, while those reading type set in lowercase averaged 5.38 words per

second.

Figure 3
Wordform cues for upper case and lower case types. Adapted from Rehe (1974).



Color and Contrast

Print on paper is visible because dark print absorbs light, while light paper reflects

light. The brightness contrast, the perceived blackness of type against the brightness of

paper background, is an important determinant of legibility (Tinker and Paterson, 1931).

Numerous studies examining combinations of colored ink and paper And that the most

important factor seems to be the brighmess contrast between colors of print and paper.

Studies by Hackman and Tinker (1957) and Tinker and Paterson, (1931) found that black

ink on white paper and black ink on yellow paper were most legible.

Reversed print, or white letters on dark background, is frequently used for emphasis,

although such print is significantly less legible. Holmes (1931) found that reading of 10

point reversed type was 14.7% slower than normal type. Paterson and Tinker (1931)

found a 10.5% decrease in speed.

Tinker (1963) suggests, "when white type on black is used, the amount of text should

be small, and a sans serif type should be used to minimize loss of legibility which ordi

narily occurs with such arrangements."

Illumination

Reading requires ample lighting or illumination so that characters can be distin

guished from their background. Moderate intensities of 20-30 foot-candles are adequate

for most reading. Reading small print or materials with low brighmess contrast between

print and paper requires a brighter light. Elderly people or those with less than normal

visual acuity require brighter light Few reading situations require intensities of over 50

foot-candles of light (Tinker, 1963)

Typeface

"Which type face is best?" has been debated nearly as long as varied fonts have been

available to printers. Pyke's (1926) comprehensive survey of 183 legibility studies prior

to 1920 found little validity or reliability in studies. Most conclusions were based, at

best, on weak research, and, at worst, on pure opinion.



Scientific studies have addressed the question of optimum type by experimentally

testing the legibility of type faces. Studies by Roethlein (1912), Paterson and Tinker

(1932), Burtt and Basch (1923), Webster and Tinker (1935), Luckeish and Moss (1937),

Tinker and Paterson (1942,1943), English (1944), Coleman and Kim (1961), Poulton

(1965), Pittman (1976), and Jha and Daftuar (1981) found minor variations between

fonts, but concluded, as had Roethlein, that "type faces in common use do not differ

greatly with respect to the speed with which they are read."

Paterson and Tinker (1940a) propose that the nearly equal legibility of commonly

used type faces is a product of a typographic evolution. "Such (commonly used) type

faces have survived in competition with hundreds or even thousands of type faces de

signed and put on the market. Those type faces that survive the relentless competitive

struggle for existence are shown by our experiment to be equally fit"

Only one sans serif type face, Kabel Light, was included in the previously mentioned

studies, primarily because except in advertising, sans serif type was rarely used prior to

the 1940's (Hvistendahl and Kahl, 1975). Kabel Light proved comparable to the other

fonts for legibility, and Paterson and Tinker (1932) suggest that "Kabel Light might

prove to be slightly more legible than the other type faces ... were our readers accustomed

This assertion that legibility of type faces may be merely a function of familiarity

warrants further investigation. At the time of the Paterson and Tinker study, few readers

had read sans serif text Modem readers have likely read significant amounts of sans

serif text, and would therefore be much more familiar with such types. A modem repli

cation of the smdy might test Paterson and Tinker's familiarity assumptions.

Several psychologists have asserted that serifs play a signiricant role in letter differ

entiation and thus legibility. Burt (1953) claims that serifs make type faces more read

able because they emphasize the distinguishing features of letters. Cheetham and



Grimbly (1964) state, "if the characters of a type face have too much of a family resem

blance, its words will also tend to look inconveniently alike."

Robinson et al (1971) suggest that, "the neurological structure of the human visual

system benefits from serifs in the preservation of the main features of letters." Because

letters are distinguished by their outline features, serifs add more unique strokes to ease

distinction. This is a particularly important feature with small print. Dowding (1959)

suggested that sans serif types are harder to read and take 7.5% longer to read than serif

types.

Hvistendahl and Kahl (1975) tested reading rates and reader preferences for newspa

per texts presented in serif and sans serif type. Subjects read the serif text 7-10 words per

minute faster than the sans serif text, and almost two thirds of subjects preferred serif

type to sans serif when given a choice. Data suggested that younger readers (15-35) and

light readers tended to read the two type faces at about the same rate, while heavy readers

read serif faces faster.

McVey's 1985 smdy of typography of audiovisual materials found markedly differ

ent results. "Although quite legible as type face in a book, serif symbols and letters

having a variable stroke width are not recommended for TV or film projection display.

The thinner stroke elements that make up part of a symbol's design frequently are lost

either in making the visual or displaying it"

Electronic Display Legibility Variables

Print legibility research has become rather static in the past 25 years. Printing

processes have remained relatively unchanged, at least in terms of appearance of final

product Most legibility issues have been studied and concluded. In the same time

period, expanded computer technologies have brought electronic displays into the daily

lives of the majority of readers. Electronic information displays are now replacing print

media, and bring with them a whole new realm of legibility issues.



Electronic displays share many of the print legibility variables, but also have

additional variables of their own. Legibility guidelines developed for printed texts do

not, therefore, directly apply to these displays. The overwhelming growth of computers

in the workplace and home necessitate a reconsidering of legibility findings.

Many of the classical legibility factors such as character size, interline spacing, case,

color, contrast, line width, and type face directly apply to text displayed on CRTs. Elec

tronic displays also have additional legibility variables, including CRT physical dimen

sions, presentation method, luminance, irradiation, glare, color, and element burnout.

CRT dimensions

CRT displays have physical dimensions much different than those of most printed

materials. Printed texts normally have proportions of 1.414: 1 (height/ width ratio). CRT

displays, however, are horizontal rather than vertical, with proportions of 1:1.414. Fur

thermore, CRT screens can display far less text than an equivalent printed page - up to

50% less. A standard printed 8.5" x 11" page will therefore require up to two full CRT

screens (Rubins and KruU, 1985).

Standard CRT dimensions are inefficient and unnatural for readers and therefore

may slow reading. Kruk and Muter (1984) found that reducing printed text to the dimen

sions of standard CRT displays reduced reading speed by 10%.

Presentation method

(TRTs display characters by a matrix of dots related to the screen density. Character

must be of at least a 5x7 matrix (Gould, 1968), although 7x9 or higher matrices improve

legibility (Maddox et al, 1977; Shurtleff, 1980). Circular dots are superior to elongated

dots (Vartebedian, 1971a). "The more dots available, the better the resolution of sym

bols" (Shurtleff, 1980). Improved CRT technology now allows displays using 7x15,

9x16, and 12x20 matrices (IBM, 1987a; IBM, 1987b; IBM, 1987c; IBM, 1987d).



Light

Illuminance, or the quantity of light striking a siuface, is a critical variable for

legibility of printed texts. Luminance, the quantity of light emitted, is its correlate for

CRTs. Luminance is a crucial component of CRT legibility because CRT characters are

visible due to the contrast between light-emitting elements and non-light-emitting

elements of the screen.

Quantifying luminance on CRTs is quite difficult, as the light-emitting pixels are

very small, the light is intermittent, and the amount of available light may vary between

different regions of the screen (Cakir et al, 1980). Light emitted from the CRT phosphor

breaks down as it exits the screen surface. The distinct beam of light breaks and spreads

as it leaves the screen, creating blurring, or irradiation.

CRT-produced light must compete with light striking the screen from the outside.

As shown in Rgure 4, part of this external light, from office fixtures or windows, reflects

off the screen, producing glare. Another part penetrates the screen surface and lightens

the display background, lowering the luminance contrast between character and back

ground (Cakir et al, 1980).

phosphor layer screen

Figure 4
Lighting variables in CRT displays. Adapted from Cakir etal (1980).



Color

Traditional CRT displays presented colored, light-emitting characters on a dark

background. Phosphor elements in screen pixels emit a colored light, ranging from white

to yellow green, to green, to violet, depending upon the chemical makeup of the element.

The normal light-adapted eye is most sensitive to light in the green part of the spectrum.

The majority of monitors therefore display green or yellow-green characters (Cakir et al,

1980).

As with print, color of characters is far less important than the relationship between

color of character and color of background. Studies comparing character/background

color combinations have found that contrast between the two colors is crucial for

legibility (Nilsson et al, 1983; Carter, 1982; Carter and Cahill, 1979; Christ, 1975).

Flicker

Light emitting elements in CRT screens must be continually stimulated by the

electron gun to emit "constant" light. Early CRTs could not re-stimulate the elements

fast enough, so characters appeared to flicker. Technological improvements have elimi

nated visible flicker by increasing "refresh rates" above that the threshold of human

visibility. Modem computers feature rates as high as 100 cycles/second, nearly double

the rate necessary to eliminate visible flicker (Cakir et al, 1980).

While flicker is not visible, it nevertheless exists in all computers. Display pixels

continually pulse as the electron beam strikes them. Wilkens (1986) claims that this

undetectable flicker interrupts ocular motor control of eye movements and therefore

slows reading from CRTs. His eye-movement experiments comparing CRT displays,

print lighted by intermittent fluorescent light flickering at the same frequency as the CRT,

and print lighted by constant (non-flickering) light support this claim. CRT and flicker

ing light prints were read very similarly, both significantly slower than constant light

print



Element bumout

As CRT screens age, individual pixels may bumout or misfire. Riley and Barbato

(1983) studied legibility of type faces under simulated pixel bumout. While certain

characters were more vulnerable to bumout-induced misperception, none of the fonts

tested were any more resistant to bumout-induced errors.

Typography

Even high resolution CRTs (80+ pixels/inch) are far from the resolution standards of

laser print (300 dots/inch) or commercial typesetting (1270 to 2540 dots per inch) (Fen-

ton, 1989). Early electronic displays lacked the technology of today's screens and had

resolutions as low as 32 pixel/inch (Shurtleff, 1980).

Most early studies set out to find the optimum type face for electronic displays based

on studies of character height, stroke width, height/width ratios, and type face geometry

(Atkinson, 1952; Brown, 1953; Huddleston, 1974; Maddox et al, 1977; Shurtleff and

Owen, 1966; Shurtleff et al, 1966). These studies did not compare altemative type faces,

but rather set out to redesign a face suitable for electronic use. They suggest that altera

tions such as increasing the size of small distinguishing details, changing the overall

configuration of symbols, and altering the curvature of symbol strokes can improve

legibility of individual characters (Shurtleff, 1980).

Roland and Comog (1968) studied user opinions about the alphanumeric characters

displayed on the FAA's air traffic control radar systems. They concluded that none of the

available fonts were adequate for the quick recognition tasks of air controllers, and

developed Courtney, a new "ideal" electronic display type face.

Shurtleff and Owen (1966), and Shurtleff et al (1966) refuted the conclusions of

Roland and Comog by conducting short exposure experiments rather than simply record

ing users' opinions about legibility. They demonstrated that with several minutes of

practice, subjects could identify characters of all commercially available fonts similarly.



Early work on computer display legibility by Gould (1968) and Vartebedian (1971a,

1971b) used short exposure methods to set legibility guidelines for CRT displays much as

Tinker (1963) had done for paper text. These and most subsequent smdies used short-

exposure recognition methods to assess legibility.

Recent studies present broad generalities about type faces for CRT use. No standard

style has dominated displays, and most research concludes only that, "type must have

uniform intensity and illumination, and must emphasize differences in salient feature:

roundness, straighmess, angularity" (Rubins and Krull, 1985).

Because of the many variables involved in both print and electronic legibility, meth

ods of investigating it are varied and diverse. Legibility experiments have historically

fallen into four categories: distance methods, distortion methods, eye movement methods,

and time/rate methods. All four types of experiments have validity for assessing certain

components of legibility, although none are applicable for all studies.

Distance methods test the boundaries at which text can be perceived. They provide

a measure with which to compare different types. Perceptibility at a distance measures

the distance from the eyes at which printed symbols can be perceived accurately. Per

ceptibility in peripheral vision, a variation of perceptibility at a distance, measures the

horizontal distance firom a fixation point at which a printed symbol can be perceived

accurately.

Distortion methods distort or break down text to see what types are most resistant

and therefore most legible. The Visibility method uses the Luckeish-Moss Visibility

Meter, an apparatus which distorts subjects' vision to determine the threshold visibility of

printed material (Luckeish and Moss, 1935). The Focal Variator method, artificially

distorts characters projected on a screen. Both methods yield a measurement of mini

mum legibility and allow comparisons between type faces.



Eye movement methods monitor subjects' eye movements during reading to

determine legibility. The Reflex Blink Technique measures the subject's rate of blinking

of during reading, assuming that any factor which reduces the ease of seeing will increase

the frequency of blinking. Studies comparing this technique to other proven metliods

found low correlation and low validity (Tinker 1945; Tinker 1947; Tinker 1948).

The Eye Movements technique monitors eye nwvements during "normal" reading,

using a comeal reflection apparatus (Tinker, 1931) or computer controlled eye monitor

(Kolers et al. 1981). This method generally yields valid, reliable legibility measures, and

can give information on why non-optimal typography is read more slowly than optimal

typography (Tinker, 1936). The apparams detects the location of legibility problems in a

text, and is therefore a very descriptive evaluative tool.

Time/rate methods time the act of reading or perception to assess relative speed of

reading or perception of different type faces. The Speed of Perception (short exposure)

technique measures the quickness and accuracy with which letters, digits, words and

phrases can be perceived, and ascertains the "recogmzability" of printed symbols. The

short exposure method is used extensively for CRT legibility studies and is almost the

exclusive method for assessing the legibility of electronic systems (Shurtleff, 1980).

The Rate of Work technique has been used widely since 1896. Variations include

speed of reading, amount of reading completed in a set time limit, time taken to find a

telephone number, time taken to look up a power or root in mathematical tables, and

woric output in a variety of situations which involve visual discrimination. "The method

has come to the accepted as the most valid technique for studying the legibility of printed

material" (Tinker, 1963).

The rate of work test of legibility simulates natural reading. Tinker (1963) states,

"Other things being equal, a typography that is read faster than another should be easier

to read. When one arrangement is read significantly faster, legibility must be a factor of

importance."



Comparing the methods

Tinker (1944) analyzed visibility, perceptibility, and speed of reading legibility

measurements for a number of heavily-researched type faces to investigate correlations

between the methods. Visibility and perceptibility measurements had a high correlation

with each other, but low correlation with speed of reading. The lack of correlation

suggests that the three tests cannot be compared interchangeably. According to Tinker,

speed of reading is the most valid test of legibility of continuous text because it most

closely simulates natural reading. Visibility and perceptibility represent abnormal,

artificial reading situations.

Visibility and perceptibility scores can also produce absurd conclusions. For in

stance, large type sizes (18,24, 36 pt.) yield high visibility scores, but they produce print

which prevents formation of effective word-form clues and use of peripheral vision—two

major components of reading. Furthermore, a text printed in large type would be mas

sive, inefficient and expensive.

Modem technology has brought the computer to the majority of business and offices.

Many workers now spend the majority of their work hours before a CRT, often doing

prolonged reading rather than simply identifying symbols. The intensity of this user/

machine interaction necessitates further examination of the legibility of computer dis

plays.

While short exposure experiments were valid for military and aviation displays, they

do not closely simulate normal, day-to-day computer use. Results from early CRT

studies may therefore lack validity for answering modem CRT legibility questions.

Furthermore, improved technology has introduced new parameters, such as varied type

faces, to CRT legibility considerations.



As computer and other electronic displays have grown, so too has the quality of the

display screen. Modem computers have moved to high resolution screens capable of

displaying black characters on white backgrounds, much like print on paper. Further

more, these new displays are capable of using varied type fonts and sizes, and formats.

As these displays move closer to traditional print, we must consider whether "print" or

"electronic" legibility guidelines are more appropriate for high resolution displays.

Studies have consistently documented visual fatigue (Mourant et al, 1981; Matula,

1981) and 20-30% slower rates of work (Gould and Grischkowski, 1984; Muter et

al,1982; Duchnicky and Kolers, 1983; Kruk and Muter, 1984; Wright and Lickorish,

1983; Gould et al, 1987) for subjects using CRT displays rather than paper.

Kruk and Muter (1984) blamed approximately half of the decreased speed on screen

formats that could display only short line lengths and sub-optimum leading between

lines. They could not account for the remaining decrease. Gould et al (1987) found that

the reading speed difference between paper and CRT is about the same magnitude as the

reading speed difference between "good-quality print on paper and absolutely unaccept

able-quality print on paper." Creed et al (1987) suggest that "character font may be a

major factor in the poor performance with the CRT."

The growth of CRT type face options has not been followed by research evaluating

these faces. CRTs still retain many of their special legibility variables, yet type face

decisions are presently made on data from studies of printed text These data are not

sufficient for the CRT context, particularly with the extensive, heavy, and still growing

daily use of computers.

While some computer programs allow user selection of display type face, size, and

format, most non-text-related programs (spreadsheets, databases, etc.) offer little or no

user control of how the information is displayed. On-line materials, command ("dialog")

displays, and other non-interactive materials likewise offer little user control. In effect.



programmers control the majority of information displayed on computers. They need to

know what type to use for optimum user efficiency and comfort.

It may be argued that how information is displayed is a minor, even trivial factor in

computer user problems. In comparison to reducing glare or modifying work style,

improvements in information presentation will only slightly improve work speed and

comfort. When considered in the context of the many hours spent by workers in front of

CRTs, even minor improvement can save thousands of hours and millions of dollars.

In a study of information formats used by Bell Systems computers, Tullis (1983)

compared alternative display modes to improve the company's CRT displays. While his

improved screen format reduced reading time by only one second, the net time savings

for the company in one year amounted to 55 person-years, or roughly $1,000,000.

Creed et al (1987), Gould et al (1987), and others suggest that type face is a major

factor in poor reading performance with CRTs. No studies in the public literature have

fully addressed the issue of CRT type face in the light of modem CRTs capable of dis

playing complex, varied types. Until CRT type face issues are addressed, programmers

will continue to select display type faces based on convention, taste, programmmg effi

ciency, or guidelines for printed text

This study examines whether some type faces are better than others for use in high

resoluticm CRTs. Failure to identify and use more legible type faces could waste huge

sums of nooney, consume millions of hours of worker time, and cause unnecessary user

fatigue.

This study compares the legibility of representative serif and sans serif type faces

displayed on an IBM PS/2 8513 color monitor. In this study, legibility is a measure of

visual and cognitive ease of reading, as measured by reading rate of continuous text read

for comprehension. While legibility is a combination of a number of factors, this study



isolates only those directly attributed to type face: type geometry, character weight,

stroke width, style, and presence of serifs. This study further limits these legibility

variables by comparing two types that are as close as possible in geometry, character

weight, stroke width, and style. While some variation exists due to the very nature of the

commercial type faces, the most significant difference between the faces studied is the

presence of serifs. Thus this study measures the legibility differences caused by the

presence or lack of serifs on letters.

This study asks, "Given controls for the legibility variables not attributed to type

face, is there a significant difference in an individual college reader's reading speed of a

650-7(X) word text set in 9 point Helvetica Medium (sans serif) type and a comparable

text set in 10 point Times Roman (serif) type when displayed on an IBM PS/2 8513 color

CRT monitor?"



Methods

This study employed a variarion of the rate of woiic procedure used most frequently

and successfully in comparable legibility studies. While rate of work methods are con

sidered valid measures of legibility, they pose special problems of administration. First,

individuals have different reading rates. We can not, therefore, simply give one group of

subjects a text set in one type face and give a second group of subjects the same text set

in a different type face, and hope to obtain meaningful results. The range of reading rates

is so large that variation in performance caused by type face would not be detectable.

Rate of work experiments must therefore compare each individual's performance on one

treatment against the same individual's performance on another treatment in order to

measure variances caused by legibility. (Tinker, 1963)

This poses a second problem: developing two separate reading texts that are similar

in reading difficulty but different in content. To compare two treatments, subjects must

read two separate texts. The texts must be distinctly different, as subjects will read a text

differently if they have read it once before and already know its content. Texts are so

complex that developing comparable readings is quite difficult For valid measure of

effects, both readings must be comparable in vocabulary, sentence length, topic diffi

culty, grammatical structure, and format.

While every effort can be made to develop two very similar texts, individual sub

jects assess these many factors differently. Two texts that are very similar to some

subjects may be quite different to others. Measures of the reading rate difference be

tween the two may therefore reflect differences in texts rather than differences in legibil-



This experiment tried to overcome these problems, as well as follow the guidelines

posed by Tinker (1963) to assure validity. Tinker claimed that rate of work tests must

include:

-reading material uncomplicated by comprehension difficulties

-comparisons between reading materials of equal difficulty

-sufficient reading material and sample size

-adequate checks on comprehension

For this experiment all subjects read two texts set in two different type faces from a

controlled CRT display. The experiment measured the time needed for subjects to

complete the texts, and compared each subject's reading rates for the serif and sans serif

texts. This method, measuring completion time of a given amount of text, is equally

valid as measuring volume of reading completed in a given time (Tinker, 1963). Com

prehension questions following each text assured that subjects read for comprehension

rather than speed.

The study used the Colorado State University Department of Technical Journalism

Publishing Laboratory for all experiments. A network of 20 IBM PS/2 Model 60 per

sonal computers served as apparatus for the experiment Each computer ran an IBM PS/2

Color Display 8513 monitor, featuring a 12 inch (8.38"W x 6.13"H) screen. Displays had

a high screen refresh rate (no flicker) and resolutions of 85.9 pixels per inch (IBM,

1987a). All computers and monitors had been used in the lab for 18 months, and had no

visible malfunctions.

Treatments for this study were prepared using Aldus Pagemaker software supported

by Microsoft Windows. This application displays black characters on a light background,

and is capable of displaying many different type faces in 6 point to 72 point sizes (Aldus,

1987; Microsoft, 1987). Pre-tests using students in the laboratory found that little



variation between serif and sans serif type faces is evident with 6 point type, but 8 point

and larger serif and sans serif type faces can clearly be distinguished from each other.

Serifs were clearly evident in the displays, although varied stroke width, a normal feamre

of printed serif types, was noticable only with very large type sizes (24 point and greater).

Lighting

Lights in the laboratory were turned off during the experiment to eliminate con

founding ambient light effects. The small amount of ambient light present in the lab

originated from the CRTs themselves. The etched glass screen in the monitors mini

mized the remaining glare.

The CRTs luminance was controlled by manually setting display brightness via

monitor controls. For the simple standardization necessary for this experiment, all

monitors were set for maximum brighmess. Subjects could not change monitor settings

during the experiment Display contrast was likewise controlled by maximizing the user-

selected contrast While lack of contrast has been shown to significantly slow reading

(Tinker, 1963), excess contrast has not shown the same effect Physical photometer

measurement showed consistant luminance throughout the reading portion of the screen.

In normal use, CRT users would select the most comfortable combination of bright

ness and contrast for their tastes. The dials used for such settings have no increments, so

standardization between the 20 monitors used for this experiment required that settings be

at the highest value (end of dial).

Texts

Each subject read two separate texts, one set in serif type and one in sans serif type

(experimental treatment) or both set in sans serif type (control). The experiment used

texts extracted from passages in the Nelson-Denny Reading Test (Brown et al, 1981), a

source of reading material for several other legibility studies. The passages were



designed to evaluate reading rate of high school readers. Test statistics and passages used

for the experiment are contained in Appendix A.

Passages were 650-700 words each, designed to be read by an average reader in 3 to

5 minutes. This rather brief reading period is sufficient for assessing legibility for any

length text, as, "any effect of typographical factors upon speed of reading found for brief

work periods of 1.5 or 1.75 minutes hold for longer periods up to 30 minutes" (Tinker,

1963).

Comprehension questions developed for the passages from the Nelson-Denny

Reading Test measured text comprehension. Subjects answered four multiple-choice

(five choice) questions for each treatment

Readers generally vary their rate of reading to maintain a constant level of compre

hension. That is, they read harder texts slower than easy texts to gain a similar level of

comprehension (Tinker, 1963). The experiment set out to measure speed of reading

under natural reading conditions (reading for comprehension). Because the speed of

reading was the focus of the study, some subjects may have read as fast as possible,

sacrificing comprehension.

Subjects

Study subjects were students in an introductory news writing class at Colorado State

University. Sixty-nine smdents fipom four classes volunteered to participate in the study,

understanding that participation in no way affected their grade in the class. Subject ages

ranged from 18 to 49, with a mean age of 24.5. At the time of administration of the

study, subjects had used the IBM PS/2 computer system for class work for 7 weeks, and

were familiar with basic operations, including use of the mouse to scroll down the screen.



Visual acuity is essential for efficient reading, so subjects reported whether they

could read the experimental text without straining, if they were wearing prescription

glasses or contact lenses, and how many hours they had woriced with a computer on the

day of the experinoent (an indicator of visual fatigue).

Four subjects reported that they could not read the text without straining and were

removed from the data pool. Fifteen subjects reported wearing prescription glasses, and

17 reported wearing contact lenses. Ten subjects had worked with a computer for an

hour or more prior to the experiment. Four subjects reported errors in computer use such

as mistakes in scrolling which made the text disappear from the screen. Such errors

contaminated reading rate measures, and were therefore removed from the data pool.

These exclusions left 56 "clean" scores for analysis.

Text displayed on the screens was set in 3.5 inch (108 mm) width lines with 3 points

leading - an optimum arrangement by the guidelines of Rehe (1974), Tinker (1963), and

Gould (1968). The texts filled roughly 6.5 screens. Subjects scrolled through the screens

using the mouse, as they were accustomed to doing with the Microsoft Write program

that they have used for class work.

The experiment used five combinations of the two texts and two type faces. Serif

treatments were set in 10 point Times Roman type, a "modem" type style commonly

used in newspapers, featuring thin, squared-off serifs. Sans serif treatments were set in 9

point Helvetica Medium, a sans serif type even in overall weight with very little contrast

between thick and thin strokes (International Paper, 1988).

The Times Roman and Helvetica treatments had different point sizes (10 and 9,

respectively), but were the closest possible match in letter size. The "X-height" on the

screen was physically measured as 1.8 mm for Times Roman and 1.8 mm for Helvetica.

\^^ile the two treatments were slightly different in size, they were the closest available



types appropriate for this study. Figure 5 illustrates the difference between the two type

faces. At a distance of 50 cm (an average arm's length from the screen) characters

measured 12' of an arc, well above suggested minimums.

This Is 9 point Helvetica Medium.

This is 10 point Times Roman.

The quick brown fox jumped over the lazy dog.

The quick brown fox jumped over the lazy dog.

Figure 5

Examples of the two type faces used in experiment.

Order of presentation of texts and type faces was varied to control for familiarity

effects and minor differences between texts. A random numbers table was used to ran

domly assign treatments to computers within the laboratory to prevent bias between

different classes, and between different seats within each class. A control treatment

(treatment 5) presented both texts in sans serif type to test the similarity of text A and text

B. These treatments were developed as validity check to control for order of presentation

effects, not as a primary focus of the experiment. Table 1 lists the presentation orders of

each experimental treatment. Figure 6 illustrates the random assignment of treatments to

computers within the laboratory.

Subjects sat at an arm's length from the screen. This crude measure of distance

assured that subjects were well within suggested perceptual accommodation ranges

(Cakir et al, 1980). More accurate standardization of perceptual distance such as physi

cally positioning subjects' heads in a brace or other device would be favorable for this ex

periment, but was not feasible in the laboratory setting.
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Figure 6
Random assignment of treatments to computers in the laboratory.

Table 1

Presentation orders of experimental treatments

Treatment 1st reading 2nd reading n

font, text font, text

serif A

sans A

serif B

sans B

sans A

sans B

serif B

sans A

serif A

sans B

ScrpHIng

This study required subjects to scroll text down the screen, as a single screen could

hold only a sixth of the experimental text All subjects were familiar with scrolling on

the PS/2, and had used the scrolling feature regularly in their work for 7 weeks.



Scrolling adds a confounding factor to the experiment, although Chen et al (1988),

(Zhen and Tsoi (1988), Granaas et al (1984), and Duchnicky and Kolers (1983) have

shown that scrolling method had minimal effects on reading speed. The subjects' famili

arity with scrolling on the PS/2 machines should prevent scrolling from slowing reading

times.

The experiment administrator asked subjects to scroll through the text line-by-line

and conducted an exercise to allow subjects to practice line-by-line scrolling. Despite

this exercise, some uncontrollable variations may have occurred in the method of scroll

ing, because some subjects may have read a number of lines, then scrolled to the next full

screen of fresh text, read the entire screen, and so on. We can assume, however, that

subjects used the same scrolling method for text 1 as they did for text 2. Reading rates

were compared only between these two treatments, not between subjects. Scrolling was

not, therefore, a major factor in reading rate measure.

PrQtcdurg

The administrator pre-set the experimental displays prior to the beginning of each

class. Each display featured a 199mm x 81 mm text area and 47mm x 49mm timer. An

introductory screen was displayed on the monitors prior to the beginning of the experi

ment. Figure 7 illustrates the experimental display as seen by subjects.

The administrator introduced and discussed the project, emphasized that participa

tion would not influence subjects' grades, and gave subjects the option to decline partici

pation. Subjects read and signed a subject information/consent form.

Subjects began by completing a data form that asked their age, whether they wore

glasses or contact lenses, if they had difficulty reading the words displayed on the mask,

and how many hours they had worked on a computer on the day of the experiment. The

administrator again quickly reviewed the test procedure. He emphasized that subjects

should read nattirally, but for comprehension, as a comprehension test would follow each
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Figure 7
Experimented display as seen by subjects.

passage. Emphasizing comprehension assured subjects read as they would when nor

mally extracting information.

Next, the administrator explained how to scroll down the experiment texts, and

asked subjects to practice this procedure with the display mask. The administrator then

explained how to move from section to section of the experiment and allowed subjects to

practice. Upon completion of this exercise, subjects prepared to begin the experiment.

Subjects moved to the first text, read their start time from the on screen timer,

recorded their start time on the data form and immediately began reading. They read text

1 until completed, read their completion time from the timer, and recorded completion

timeon the data form. Subjects then moved to the comprehension test, and answered four



multiple choice (five choices) comprehension questions on that passage without referring

back to the text.

When all subjects completed the questions, they recorded start time for text 2, read

the treatment, recorded stop time, and answered comprehension questions in the same

manner as before.

Each subject's personal information, reading times and comprehension scores were

entered into a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet. The program organized raw scores into

values for serif and sans serif texts, calculated reading rates, and evaluated comprehen

sion scores. It also calculated each subject's reading rate difference between serif texts

and sans serif texts, in words per minute. Reading time for the serif face was given a

value relative to that of the sans serif, as sans serif is the industry standard for computer

displays.

From this raw data table, scores for subjects who were unable to read the display,

had computer-use problems, or scored poorly on comprehension questions were removed.

The data was then entered into StatsView, a statistical software package, for funher

analysis.

Primary experimental effect

The primary experimental effect, the difference between subjects' serif reading rates

and sans serif reading rates, was tested with a paired t-test with a critical value of p<.05.

Validity checks

The experimental design allowed for testing if type face caused all variations in

subject performance. If this was the case, all the differences in reading rates for experi

mental treatments would be significantly different than those for the control treatment,

and not significantly different than each other. Reading rate differences for the five



treatments were examined with an analysis of variance. An unpaired t-ttst compared the

reading rate differences of all the experimental treatments against that of the control.

Each subject's personal information (age, use of glasses or contact lenses, previous

work with computers) was first compared with reading rates and reading rate differences,

using correlation. An analysis of variance also checked for differences due to the class

and time of day of experiment. Familiarity effects caused by order of reading of texts

and order of reading of type faces were tested with r-tests.



Results

The experiment found no significant legibility difference between the serif and sans

serif types. A paired t test comparing reading rates for serif and sans serif texts found t

(42 df)=-1.951, p =.0577 (two-tailed). Statistical analysis of reading rates for the serif and

sans serif texts failed to disprove the null hypothesis that "there is no significant differ

ence between the reading speed of texts set in serif type faces and the reading speed of

texts set in sans serif type face," at a probability level of p <.05.

Calculations of serif reading rates minus sans serif reading rates appear mostly

negative, suggesting a trend of sans serif texts being read faster than serif. Indeed, the

mean difference between the two type faces was -14.75 words per minute, in favor of the

sans serif type face.

The reading rates of serif and sans serif type faces are not significantly different, and

validity checks suggest that the rate differences present are not necessarily due to differ

ences between the type faces. The experiment was designed to allow for indirect measure

of confounding variables in the experiment. Treatments 1 through 4 presented the subject

with one serif and one sans serif text. These treatments varied only in the order of pres

entation of text and type face. Treatment 5, the control, presented two texts set in the

same type face.

If the difference between serif and sans serif reading rates was caused exclusively

by type face, the four experimental treatments would show a consistent difference be

tween the serif and sans serif rates. The control treatment would show little difference



between rates, as both texts were set in the same type face. Therefore, an unpaired r-test

was used to look for a significant difference between the reading performance of subjects

with experimental treatments and the reading performance of subjects with the control.

The test found t (53 df)=-.412,p=.6818 (two-tail) showing that there is not significant

difference between the experimental and control treatments. The lack of significant dif

ference between experimental and control treatments suggests that type face is not the

primary cause of reading rate differences in this experiment

Analysis of reading rates of each treatment suggests that type face is not responsible

for the majority of the experimental variance. Table 2 shows that in Treatments 1 and 2

serif texts were read much slower than sans serif texts, while in Treatments 3 and 4 serif

texts were read at a similar rate or faster than sans serif texts. Analysis of variance results

shown in Table 3 found a significant difference between treatments, a phenomenon

which should not be present if variance was due to type face differences. Figure 8 show

ing treatment means and distributions suggests that the range of values in each treatment

is so large that mean scores may lack descriptive value.

Table 2

Difference between serif and sans serif reading rates of treatments

Treatment 1st reading 2nd reading n Mean

font, text font, text

1 serif A sans B 11 -39.874

2 sans A serif B 12 -25.033

3 serif B sans A 10 16.18

4 sans B serif A 10 - 5.597

5 sans A sans B 13 -6.446



Tables

Analysis of variance between treatments

Tx 3 4 5 2 1

X rate 16.18 -5.59 -6.44 -25.03 -39.874

F(55 df)=2.736,p=.0387

I—n—I
Treatment 5

Treatment 4

Treatment 3

Treatment 2

Treatment 1

Serif rate minus sans serif rate (words per minute)

Figure 8

Range and distribution of scores of experimental treatments.

Subject factors

Age had no significant effects on reading rates for serif or sans serif treatments, or

on the differences between the two rates. Subjects' use of prescription glasses or contact

lenses had no significant effects on differences in serif and sans serif rates. Coirelations



and t tests found no significant effects of either of these variables on reading perform-

The number of hours subjects spent working on computers prior to the experiment

likewise did not influence reading performance. Only 10 of the 56 subjects had worked

on computers for an hour or more prior to the experiment This number is too small to

allow for proper consideration of the effect of visual fatigue on legibility of CRT dis

plays.

Subjects were tested in four separate classes meeting on different days at different

times, posing the potential that factors of time of day of testing, or makeup of class might

affect the experiment's results. Analysis of variance tests of the reading rate differences

of subjects in the different classes (shown in Table 4) found no significant differences be

tween classes.

Table 4

Analysis of variance of class effects on differenc between serif and sans serif reading
rates.

Class

Mean

2

-2.36

4

-14.12 -23.59 -24.66

F(42df)=.504, p=.6816(two-tail)

The mechanics of this experiment necessitated the comparison of reading rates from

two separate texts similar in length and difficulty. Paired r-tests show no significant

differences between average reading rates for text A and text B (jt (53df)=-1.065, p=.2932

two-tail). Reading rates for subjects in Treatment 5, the control, which set both texts in

the same type face, support this conclusion, as the reading rates for both texts were not

significantly different, based on paired f-tests (t (53df)=-.399, p=.6935, two-tail).



Order of reading of passages may account for the variance between experimental

treatments. Treatments 1 and 2 were significandy different than Treatments 3 and 4.

Both 1 and 2 presented text A as the first reading and text B as the second. Treatments 3

and 4 presented the opposite arrangement. Analysis of the individual texts with a t-test

showed that the reading rate for each individual text was not significantly different

whether it was read first or second. While order of reading had no significant effects on

performance of individual texts, order of reading of the combination of the two texts

may have had an impact on reading performance.

Difference between the texts in content, vocabulary, or comprehension questions

may have caused the experimental variation. Assume, for example, the comprehension

questions following text A were more difficult than those following text B. Subjects

reading text A first and finding difficult comprehension questions might then read text B

differently because of the difficulty of the comprehension questions. Conversely, subjects

first reading text B (with easier comprehension questions) would read text A similarly. If

this were the case. Treatments 1 and 2 would differ from Treatments 3 and 4.



Discussion

While serif and sans serif text reading rates were not significantly different at p<.05

the experiment does show several trends. Sans serif texts were read an average of 14.72

words per minute faster than serif texts. This mean difference is significant if the proba

bility level is raised to p<. 1. Thus, with a less stringent confidence level, there is a sig

nificant difference between reading of serif and sans serif texts.

This observation may not be of value, however, because analysis of confounding

variables suggests that type face was not necessarily the only variable affecting reading

speed. Three considerations support the finding that reading rates of the two type faces

are not significantly different.

1. The experimental treatments were not significantly different than the

control.

2. The experimental treatments were significantly different than each other.

3. Order of reading appears to influence reader performance, explaining the

differences between the experimental treatments.

4. Confidence levels of p<.05 have been used for most similar legibility

experiments.

If type face differences cause any differences in legibility, this experimental design

was too crude to detect these differences. Subjects timing their own reading surely

introduced some error. Minor differences in scrolling through texts may also have altered

scores. Subjects likely read the second text differently after completing the first and an

swering the comprehension questions. Subjects may also have compensated for legibility



differences by adapting their vision (straining) more for less legible type faces. A pro

longed (1-4 hour) reading rate experiment such as was done be Kruk and Muter (1984)

and Mourant et al (1981) might rule out these factors from legibility.

The assignment of treatments to computer in the lab may also confound results.

While treatments were randomly assigned to computers, the pattern of assignment may

have caused an edge effect to contaminate the results. As shown in Figure 9, Treatments

3 and 4 were predominantly assigned to computers on the outside edges of the laboratory,

while Treatments 1 and 2 were assigned to computers in the middle of the laboratory.

Computers displaying Treatments 1 and 2 were therefore more likely to be positioned

between two other computers, while Treatments 3 and 4 were more likely to be posi

tioned with only 1 computer next to them. If glare or other distracting factors from

neighboring computers decreased subject performance, then treatments 1 and 2 would be

more subject to these effects.

ti
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Figure 9
Edge effect caused by assignment of treatments to computers



Another noteworthy trend appears in this experiment. Subjects read the experimen

tal texts at an average rate of 171.4 words per minute. This value is significantly slow for

college readers with this type of text. If, as Gould and Grischkowski (1984) and Gould et

al (1987) suggest, reading from CRT displays is 20-30% slower than from printed text,

then we would expect subjects' reading rates of print to be 200-230 words per minute.

Even this value is low for college readers.

Pretesting subjects reading rates of printed text prior to conducting this experiment

would give insight into this trend. The use of relatively small type faces in the experi

ment is likely the cause of this slow reading rate. Texts were set in 9 point and 10 point

type, at the smaller end of suggested type sizes for CRT displays. Repetition of the

experiment with larger type sizes might yield a more precise measure of "natural" read-

This study failed to conclude whether serif or sans serif type faces are better for use

in computer displays. It does not, however, conclude that the two type faces are equally

legible. Confounding variables in the experiment may have overwhelmed any effect (or

lack of effect) that type face may have had. Further studies measuring subject's reading

rate one at a time in a more controlled laboratory setting might better resolve this ques-

The experimental design used for this study may not be appropriate for legibility

research of this type. An experimental design such as Tinker's (1963) might a better

measure reading rate and avoid the complications of order of reading effects. Further

studies should attempt to recreate Tinker's reading rate instrument, the Minnesota Speed

of Reading Test (out of print) which successfully measured reading performance in

previous studies. Comprehension questions likely contaminated this study's results, and

the Tinker test assures comprehension differently. Furthermore, use of this instrument

might allow for more comparison of results to those of previous studies.



Studies combining these results with more sensitive types of experiments such as the

reaction time experiments used previously in CRT legibility studies would further exam

ine the issue. While speed of reading of continuous text is a very valid measure of

legibility, it is not the only measure used. Indeed, the majority of CRT legibility studies

use other methods. Comparing the results of this experiment to those of another method

testing similar type faces might offer insight to the issue of appropriate type face.
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Appendices



Annendix A:

Validity and Reliability

Texts used for this experiment were extracted from the Nelson-Denny Reading Test,

Forms E and F . Reading texts ranked at a 8th to 9th grade difficulty level by Flesch

scales, and a 9th to 10th grade difficulty level by Corrected Dale-Chall Grade Level tests.

(Brown et al, 1981).

Comprehension Questions

Comprehension questions for passages were developed by pretesting 25 possible

questions for each passage. The four most valid and reliable questions for each passage,

were chosen from the pool of 25 possible questions through pre-testing prior to publica

tion of the Nelson-Denny Reading Test (Brown et al, 1981).



Apnendix B:

With increasing prosperity, West European youth is having a fling that is creating
distinctive consumer and cultural patterns.

The result has been the increasing emergence in Europe of the pehnomenon well
known in America as the "youth market." This is a market in which enterprising
businesses cater to the demands of teenagers and older youths in all their rock mania and
pop-an forms.

In the United States, the market is wide-ranging and well established, almost an
industry, which with this country's emphasis on "youthfulness," even extends beyond
teen-ager groups.

In Western Europe, the youth market may appropriately be said to be in its
infancy. In some countries such as Britain, West Germany and France, it is more
advanced than in others. Some manifestations of the market, chiefly sociological, have
been recorded, but it is only just beginning to be the subject of organized consumer
research and promotion.

Characteristics of the evolving European youth market indicate dissimilarities to
the American youth market

The similarities:

The market's basis is essentially the same—more spending power and freedom to
use it in the hands of teen-agers and older youth. Young consumers also make up an
increasingly high proportion of the population.

As in the United States, youthful tastes in Europe extend over a similar range of
products-records and record players, transistor radios, leather jackets and "wayout,"
extravagantly styled clothing, cosmetics, and soft drinks. Generally it now is difficult to
tell in which direction trans-Atlantic teen-age influences are flowing.

Also, a pattern of conformity dominates European youth as in this country,
though in Britain, the object is to wear clothes that make the wearer stand out, but also
make him "in," such as tight trousers and precisely tailored jackets.

Youth worship and emulate "idols" in the entertainment field, especially the
"pop" singers and other performers. There is also the sanae exuberance and
unpredictability in sudden fad switches. In Paris, buyers of stores catering to the youth
market carefully watch what dress is being worn by a popular television teen-age singer
to be ready for a sudden demand for copies. In Stockholm other followers of teen-age
fads call the youth market "attractive but irrational."

As in the United States where "teen" and "teener" have become merchandising
terms, Europeans also have adopted similar terminology. In Flemish and Dutch it is
"tiener" for teen-agers. In West Germany the key word in advertising addressed to teen
agers is "freizeit" mearung holidays or time off.

The nnost obvious differences between the youth market in Europe and that in the
United States is in size. In terms of volume and variety of sales, the market in Europe is
only a shadow of its American counterpart, but it is a growing shadow.

In West Germany, for example, teenagers now are recognized as accounting for
10 percent, or $3 billion, of retail sales a year.



Actually, the scope and nature of the youth market varies considerably from
country to country, being large and lively in some and only beginning to show itself in
others.

But there are also these important dissimilarities generally with the American
youth market:

In the European youth market, unlike that of the United States, it is the working
youth who provides the bulk of purchasing power.

On the average, the school-finishing age still tends to be 14 years. This is the
maximum age to which compulsory education extends, and with Europe's industrial
manpower shortage, thousands of teen-age youths may soon attain incomes equal in
many cases to that of their fathers.

Although, because of general prosperity, European youths are beginning to
continue school studies beyond the compulsory maximum age, they do not receive
anything like the pocket money or "allowances" of American teen-agers. The European
average is about $5 to $ 10 a month.

Working youth, consequendy, are the big spenders in the European youth market,
but they also have less leisure than those staying on at school, who in turn have less
buying power.



1. The main purpose of the passage is to ;
A) discuss new trends in the consumer patters of youth
B) describe different types of clothing wom by youth
C) analyze several advertising techniques used in gaining the youth market
D) compare the youth in the United States with the youth of Europe
E) show how economic conditions in Europe affect sales of goods to American

2. The passage states or implies that the youth market is more established in:
A) France than it is in West Germany
B) Italy than it is in France
C) Belgium than it is in Sweden
D) England than it is in our country
E) our country than it is in Europe

3. According to the passage, the youth market is one that:
A) is exceptionally easy to predict
B) is responsible for a larger percentage of consumption than was true a few years

ago

C) has long been under the scrutiny of consumer investigators
D) is likely to taper off in the next decade
E) has never been clearly distinguished from the adult market

4. The American and European youth markets are alike in regard to :
A) appreciation of the same individual entertainers
B) amount of money per (teen-ager) capita spent on clothing
C) occurrence of frequent changes in buying habits
D) anwunt of parental allowances for clothing
E) purchase of luxuries



Educators are seriously concerned about the high rate of dropouts among the
doctor of philosophy candidates and the consequent loss of talent to a nation in need of
PhDs. Some have placed the dropout loss as high as 50 percent. The extent of the loss
was, however, largely a matter of expert guessing.

Last week a well-rounded study was published. It was based on 22,000
questionnaires sent to former graduate students and seemed to show many past fears to be
groundless.

The dropout rate was found to be 31 percent, and in most cases the dropouts,
while not completing the PhD requirements, went on to productive work.

They are not only doing well financially, but, according to the repon, are not far
below the income levels of those who went on to complete their doctorates.

The study, called Attrition of Graduate Students at the PhD Level in the
Traditional Arts and Sciences, was made at Michigan State University under a $60,000
grant from the United States Office of Education. It was conducted by Dr. Allan Tucker,
former assistant dean of the university and now chief academic officer of the Board of
Regents of the State University System of Florida.

Discussing the study last week. Dr. Tucker said the project was initiated, "because
of the concerns frequently expressed by graduate faculties and administrators that some
of the individuals who dropp^ out of PhD programs were capable of completing the
requirements for the degree.

"Attrition at the PhD level is also thought to be a waste of precious faculty time
and a drain on university resources already being used to capacity. Some people
expressed the opinion that the shortage of highly trained specialists and college teachers
could be reduced by persuading the dropouts to return to graduate shcools to complete
the PhD program."

"The results of our research," Dr. Tucker concluded, "did not support these
opinions."

The study found that:
(1) lack of motivation was the principal reason for dropping out.
(2) most dropouts went as far in their doctoral programs as was consistent with

their levels of ability or their specialities.
(3) most dropouts arc now engaged in work consistent with their education and

motivation.

(4) the dropout rate was highest in the humanities (50%) and lowest in the natural
sciences (29%)~and is higher in lower-quality graduate schools.

Neariy 75 percent of the dopoouts said there was no academic reason for their
decision, but those who mentioned academic reasons cited failure to pass qualifying
examinations, uncompleted research and failure to pass language exams.

"Among the single most important personal reasons identified by dropouts for
non completion of their PhD program," the study found, "lack of finances was marked by
19 percent."

As an indication of how well the dropouts were doing, a chart showed that 2
percent whose studies were in the humanities were receiving $20,000 and more annually,
while none of the PhDs with that backgound reached this figure. The PhDs shown in the
$7,500 to $15,000 bracket had 78 percent at that level against 50 percent for the
dropouts. This may also be an indication of the fact that top salaries in the academic



fields, where PhDs tend to rise to the highest salaries, are still lagging behind other
fields.

In the social sciences 5 percent of the PhDs reached the $20,000 plus figure as
against 3 percent of the dropouts, but in the physical sciences they were neck-and-neck
with 5 percent each.

Academic institutions employed 90 percent of the humanities PhDs as against 57
percent of the humanities dropouts. Business and industry employed 47 percent of the
physical science PhDs and 38 percent of the physical science dropouts. Government
agencies took 16 percent of the social science PhDs and 32 percent of the social science
dropout.

As to the possibility of getting dropouts back on campus, the outlook was glum.
"The main conditions which would have to prevail for at least 25 percent of the

dropouts who might consider returning to graduate school would be to guarantee that
they would retain their present level of income and in some cases their present job.



1. The author states that many educators feel that:
A) steps should be taken to get the dropouts back to school particularly in certain

disciplines
B) since the dropout does just about as well financially as the PhD holder, there isi,^

no justifiable reason for the dropout to return to his studies
C) the high dropout rate is largely attributable to the lack of stimulation on the

part of faculty members
D) the dropout should return to a lower-quality school to continue his studies
E) the PhD holder is generally a better-adjusted person than the dropout

2. Research has shown that:

A) dropouts are substantially below PhDs in financial attainment
B) the incentive factor is a minor one in regard to pursuing PhD studies

" it C) the PhD candidate is likely to change his field of specialization if he drops out
sL^aD) about one third of those who start PhD work do not complete the work to earn

the degree
E) there are comparatively few dropouts in the PhD humanities disciplines

3. Meeting foreign language requirements for the PhD :
A) is the most frequent reason for dropping out
B) is more difficult for the science candidate than for the humanities candidate
C) is considered part of the so-called "qualification" exam
D) is an essential part of many PhD programs
E) does not vary in difficulty among universities

4. Dr. Tucker felt that:

A) a primary purpose of his research project was to arrive at a more efficient
method for dropping incapable PhD applicants

B) a serious aspect of the dropout simation was the deplorable waste of
productive talent

C) one happy feature about the dropout situation was that the dropouts went into
college teaching rather than into research

D) his project should be free of outside interference and so he rejected outside
financial asistance for the project

E) it was important to determine how well PhD dropouts did in comparison to
those who completed the program


